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HOME DESIGN

PHASE TWO:

Expand an updated
midcentury modern
CREATING A BETTER SPACE
FOR A GROWING FAMILY
BY CAROL BLITZER | PHOTOS BY MARIKO REED

S

ix years ago the Palo Alto
couple* spruced up their
Brown & Kaufman midcentury modern home, updating the
kitchen and bathrooms, as well
as adding a walk-in closet and
built-in nightstands in the master
bedroom.
Then along came their second
child, and the whole functionality
of the house changed. It was time
for Phase Two.

“We needed more room. None
of our parents live locally, and we
wanted a room for them to stay,”
the wife said.
But first they needed to get rid
of the huge fireplace that separated their living room and office.
“That had a lot of structural
implications,” noted Angela
Todorova, the project manager
for Klopf Architecture. There
were two columns adjacent to the
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fireplace, and “we needed a deeper
beam in the ceiling for support,”
she added.
Removing that fireplace alone
cost $25,000, but it allowed the
kitchen, dining area and living/family room to become one
great room, fully adaptable to
the changing needs of a growing
family.
The next step was to
turn one of the existing

bedrooms into a bathroom and a
hallway that continues on to the
two added bedrooms at the front
of the house.
One goal “was to make the
addition as seamless as possible,”
Todorova said. “We pushed out
the entry, created a long hallway,
and an indoor atrium to break up
the long path.”
(continued on page 8)

HOME DESIGN

Top left: Removing a large fireplace was a costly but key strategy that allowed the living room, dining area and kitchen to be combined into a great room. Top right: The
renovation pushed out the entry and added a hallway and an atrium; the latter offers plenty of natural light — and a prime spot for the kids to play hide-and-seek. Lower
right: The kitchen was remodeled during the home’s first update in 2013. Above: The most recent renovation added two bedrooms at the front of the house.
PALO ALTO WEEKLY • MOUNTAIN VIEW VOICE • THE ALMANAC | 7
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Above: The original 2013 renovation added built-in nightstands in the master
bedroom. Middle left: The master bedroom features plenty of storage. Bottom left: The
home’s remodeled bathrooms all feature custom cabinets in striking primary colors.

(continued from page 6)

Today that atrium, with light
from a large skylight above, serves
as both an architectural element
and a perfect place for small children to play hide-and-seek among
its faux-greenery-filled planters.
Two mirror-image bedrooms
were added at the front of the
house, carefully lined up with the
existing garage. On the left, the
room is most often used as a playroom or office, but its location next
to the new bathroom makes it ideal
for guests. On the right is a child’s
room, with large wardrobe closets
topped by deep clerestory windows
facing the street.
Like the bathrooms that were
redone in 2013, the new bathroom
features custom cabinets, this time
in blue (the others had dashes of red
and yellow). The sink, by Duravit,
is molded into the countertop;
8 | HOME + GARDEN DESIGN | WINTER 2020

faucets are by Grohe, and the flooring by Daltile.
“We tried to keep it consistent
with the rest of the house,” the
wife said.
And that consistency included
the details — mitering the tiles
in the shower to meet perfectly at
the corners, abutting the tile to the
Sheetrock.
Natural light streams into the
bathroom through a frosted-glass
window.
“We tried to keep alignment of
the windows, a continuation of the
(architectural) language,” Todorova
said, pointing to the height of
the bedroom wardrobes (6 feet, 8
inches) matching the size of the
standard door.
Another area of continuity is in
the choice of light fixtures, mostly
researched by the wife and happily
(continued on page 10)

YOUR HOME

REIMAGINED
HEART OF
THE HOME
KITCHENS | BATHROOMS | ADDITIONS | REMODELS

CREATING YOUR DREAM HOME IN REAL LIFE
WITH OUR DESIGN & BUILD TEAM
HomeTech is dedicated to providing clients with high-quality full-service remodeling and design. We have
a talented and experienced team of professional designers, architects and contractors, all under one roof.
From start to ﬁnish, HomeTech takes care of all the details, keeping your budget, needs and lifestyle in
mind without sacriﬁcing your personal taste and satisfaction.

KITCHEN, BATHROOM, AND WHOLE HOUSE REMODELING
Our Design & Build team offers creative solutions for updating and modernizing your kitchen, designing
your dream bathroom, or even completing a whole-house renovation. No matter what your budget may
be, we will work with you to be sure your wants and needs are never compromised.

Ready to transform your house into your dream home?
Schedule a free in-home consultation with HomeTech by calling
(408) 542-0833. We offer 100% ﬁnancing (OAC).
Let’s work together to create your dream home in real life.

www.hometechconstruction.com
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(continued from page 8)

still available a few years after the first
remodel.
All during construction the family
was able to live in the house, since
most of the work was confined to the
front addition, and they had full access
to the kitchen.
“It’s so much better (now). If I
was in the kitchen, I couldn’t see my
daughter crawling around. It really
opened up the house,” the wife said.
Of course, there’s always something
left undone. The couple’s next project

is replacing the original rear sliding
door.
And someday they’ll likely tackle
refinishing the floors, since they were
able to match the grain of the replacement flooring, but the color is a tad
off. Or they just might add a throw
rug. H+G
Freelance writer Carol Blitzer can be
emailed at carolgblitzer@gmail.com.
*Names withheld to protect the homeowners’ privacy.

RESOURCES
Architect: Klopf Architecture Design
Team (John Klopf and Angela
Todorova), San Francisco,
415-691-7227, klopfarchitecture.com
Contractor: Coast to Coast
Development, San Carlos, 650-6546412, coasttocoastdevelopment.com

A child’s bedroom was one of two new mirror-image bedrooms added at
the front of the house in the second phase of renovation.

Goal of project: Remove fireplace to
create great room; add two bedrooms,
one bathroom
Year house built: 1955
Size of home, lot: Added 575 sq ft to
1450 sq-ft home; was 3 BR, 2 BA, now
4 BR, 3 BA on a 6,500-sq-ft lot

Cabinets: Antonio Chavez,
Hand Crafted Cabinets, Santa Clara,
408-971-2616

Time to complete: About eight months
Budget: $250,000 (including fireplace)
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Oakland
Palo Alto
Redwood City
Ross Valley
San Carlos

San Rafael
Sausalito
Southern Marin
Stinson Beach
Woodside

The worst time to
think about your
water heater is when
it stops working.
Do you know the age of your water heater? Most tank-style water heaters only
last about 12 years.
If you suspect your water heater is near the end of its useful life, you may be a
good candidate for a Heat Pump Water Heater (HPWH).
The Home Efficiency Genie can help look up the age of your water heater from
the unit’s serial number and offer project advice. Contact us at (650) 713-3411 or
visit efficiencygenie.com
Not only are HPWHs one of the most efficient water heating technologies on
the market, but yours will be powered by Palo Alto’s carbon neutral electricity.
As an added bonus, Palo Alto Utilities offers rebates up to $1500.
Learn more at cityofpaloalto.org/HPWH

Individuals with disabilities who require accommodations to access City facilities, services or programs, or who
would like information on the City’s compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, may
contact the City’s ADA Coordinator at (650) 329-2368 (voice) or email ada@cityofpaloalto.org 01/20
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DO-IT-YOURSELF

A staple
subject
LONGTIME ADULT
SCHOOL CLASS
TEACHES UPHOLSTERY,
WEAVES TOGETHER
A ‘COMMUNITY OF
FRIENDSHIPS’
by Heather Zimmerman

W

hen she enrolled in
the Upholstery: Basic
Techniques class at the Palo Alto
Adult School, Susan Phillips
Moskowitz didn’t pick something
easy for her first project. She
planned to reupholster a chair that
had been in her husband’s family
since he was a child — but it was
a wingback chair, and smoothly
covering its bends and curves was
a challenging task for a beginner.
“It was very hard and the teachers
are wonderfully helpful,” she said.
Much like her first project itself,
Phillips Moskowitz got more than
she bargained for when she joined
the class. The chair did prove
difficult, and took her a year and
a half to reupholster. But by then,
it was quite clear that the class
in upholstery basics offered more
than a chance to learn a craft:
This longtime course, offered for
more than 60 years, has forged
many close connections between
students.
“It’s a community of friendships,” Phillips Moskowitz said
describing how classmates come
together during each class for
scheduled breaks to share coffee
and lunch. For the 10:30 a.m.
coffee break, she said, people take
turns bringing snacks. Classes
(held on weekdays), take place
from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., so
people have a lot of time to spend
in the studio working on their
projects and getting to know each
other.
Classmates spend time outside
of class, too; a group is planning

Susan Phillips Moskowitz attached webbing to the frame of a small bench that she re-upholstered in class at the Palo Alto
Adult School. The webbing will support the seat. Photo courtesy of Susan Phillips Moskowitz.

to meet and catch up over the
long break between fall and winter sessions, Phillips Moskowitz
said.
The class teaches a mix of traditional and modern upholstery
techniques, according to one of
the class’ assistant instructors,
Shelly Kim. In particular, students use hammers and tacks to
affix fabric to frames, a traditional
technique, rather than the faster,
more modern staple guns.
“We try to follow the traditional style of upholstery,” Kim said.
“We definitely use modern materials in addition to the more traditional materials. So (for stuffing)
we use foam, Dacron at times,
but we also do the traditional

12 | HOME + GARDEN DESIGN | WINTER 2020

technique, so we use cotton, and if
someone has an antique chair that
was done in horsehair originally,
we will teach them how to do it
in horsehair.”
Kim herself started as a student
in the class and for a time, also
had teamed with a friend in a
business selling upcycled upholstered items. She said she jumped
at the chance when the course was
looking for an additional assistant instructor. She enjoys crafts
in general but finds particular
appeal in the variety offered by
upholstery.
“The chair is always different,
the technique is different, the fabric is different,” she said.
For newbies looking to get

started, Kim affirmed the difficulty of Phillips Moskowitz’s
project.
“I think the most challenging
thing is anything that has more
detail, anything that has a lot
of curves to it, an armchair or a
wingback, gets a little more difficult. For beginners, it’s great to
start out with single-cushion furniture: dining room chairs, slipper chairs or ottomans,” Kim said.
She noted that the class lends
itself to items that can be upcycled,
but if a piece is in rough shape,
it might need additional TLC
before it can be reupholstered.
“If the frame itself is wobbly,
(continued on page 14)

VISIT US IN PERSON,
OR ORDER ONLINE
FOR PICK UP OR DELIVERY.
SHOPHARBORSIDE.COM
New tasting
room in Oakland

DESERT HOT SPRINGS
66205 Paul Rd.
New location is now open.
First of its kind in
Southern California,
featuring a drive-thru service.

OAKLAND
1840 Embarcadero

SAN JOSE
1365 North 10th St.
LIC# A10-17-0000041, A10-17-0000023
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DO-IT-YOURSELF
(continued from page 12)

you might need to be talking
to a woodworker to fix it,” Kim
said, adding that mass-produced
furniture is often more difficult to
reupholster.
Although the course description focuses on chairs and ottomans, more advanced students
have certainly brought in many
more types of furniture, including
large-scale items like sofas.
Phillips Moskowitz counts a
few large pieces in her own work.
“I just kept coming up with
projects,” she said of the class. “I
did a headboard, a chaise lounge,
then I started doing benches.”
The wingback chair that started
it all for her — now upholstered
in a smart navy fabric with a
cream check — sits in her Palo
Alto living room, where it’s joined
by a number of pieces that she
has created for family (including
matching settees requested by her

IF YOU’RE INTERESTED
The winter quarter of
Upholstery: Basic Techniques
takes place Jan. 7 to March
10 or Jan. 9 to March 12
(depending on the section) at
the Palo Alto Adult School.
Class fee is $264. Classes
are limited to 21 students and
often have wait lists. For more
information, call 650-329-3752
or visit paadultschool.org.

Students in the Palo Alto Adult School’s upholstery class bring in a variety
of pieces to work on, but chairs and ottomans are common projects. Photo
courtesy of Susan Phillips Moskowitz.

son) and for a business focusing on
upholstered benches. She sells her
pieces at Gamble Garden’s Spring
Tour event.
“My husband says, ‘this is a
showroom now. I want my living
room back,’” she said with a laugh.
Phillips Moskowitz also used
the navy chair fabric on the base

of a large ottoman — previously
an orange leather number purchased by her father in the ‘60s
— that she said took a whopping
14 yards of cotton to restuff. That
ottoman is now topped by colorful fabric with a depiction of an
elephant.
Of all her work, though, she
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said the wingback chair remains
her most challenging project yet.
“People are interested in taking
on new projects that they haven’t
tried before,” Kim said of the
class. “It’s so unique, people come
just year after year, 10, 15 years or
more. They just love the camaraderie, they love working with
their hands.” H+G
Home & Real Estate Editor
Heather Zimmerman can be
emailed at hzimmerman@
paweekly.com.
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For A Prompt Estimate Please Call:

(650) 321-9302
Beautify, Protect and
Preserve your Most
Important Investment
Quality Interior and
Exterior Painting
Residential and Commercial

Visit Us On The Web At:

www.stanfordpainting.com

Family Owned since 1988
Protect Your Family We’re Lead Safe Certiﬁed
5-Year Warranty
Free Estimates
Stanford Painting is not afﬁliated
with Stanford University
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MENLO PARK LUXURY HOME

SERVING THE PENINSUL A SINCE 1958

STUNNING PALO ALTO CONDO

“For over 60 years, Midtown Realty
has been assisting its neighbors
and friends with one of the most
important purchases in their life…
their home! At Midtown Realty, we are dedicated to working with people,
not clients. We sell homes, not houses and Palo Alto is our home, not
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real estate needs. Give us a call today.”

Your Neighborhood Midtown Realty Team
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Has your agent or
broker retired?
We’re still going
strong!
Charlie Porter

Serving the community for over 30 years!

Farmers® Agency
License # 0773991

(650) 327-1313 671-A Oak Grove Ave, Menlo Park cporter2@farmersagent.com
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How to choose paint
colors fearlessly
A DESIGNER SHARES SOME TRICKS OF THE TRADE
by Richard Morrison

P

robably nothing strikes fear
into the hearts of homeowners like choosing paint colors. I’ve
watched people with innumerable
paint chips holding little postage
stamps of color against a white
wall, desperately trying to make
a decision, having winnowed
those selections down from the
many hundreds of possibilities in
a manufacturer’s “fan deck.”
Colors don’t have to be intimidating, though. Selecting colors can be one of the most fun
aspects of a construction project
if you just relax about it.
Where should you start? If you
are trying to create a color palette
for a room, consider whether you
have anything you’d like to feature, such as a special painting
or an oriental rug. Don’t use the
predominant color of the item,
but pick an accent color out of the
full range of colors in that item
and use that as the main wall
color of the room. Start paying
attention to the colors of rooms
you visit, and note those that
especially appeal to you.
Another starting place is to
look at your wardrobe. Do you
notice any themes? It might
be blues or greens, or autumn
colors, or warm versus cool
colors. Chances are that these
color combinations are ones that
already appeal to you.
Here are a few insider tips that
can make your life much easier
and give you a much better result:
• First, never hold up sample
chips against a light-colored wall.
These chips are excellent for putting colors side by side to see
how they interact with each other
and for verifying that what got
painted is the same color you
selected. However, if you hold a
small chip against a light-colored

wall, it will appear much darker
than it will be in reality, and you
will end up with lighter walls
than you intended.
Far better is to invest in a
bunch of pint-sized samples for
the likely contenders. You need
to paint a test area about a yard
square, ideally with two coats to
better match the final color. You
can paint a large piece of white
cardboard, or a piece of drywall
left over from any construction.
(In this case, you should first use
primer to get the most accurate
color, since drywall is usually
gray.) You can paint the actual
wall, too, but if you are testing a
dark color that may get painted
over with a significantly lighter
color, the test area may show
through as a darker blotch.
Paint gets lighter as it dries,
too. After you paint a test area,
wait for it to dry before making a
final decision.
• Second, don’t be afraid of
darker colors, especially in more
intimate spaces like dining rooms.
I’ve seen many gorgeous rooms
that have walls close to black.
Many people are so afraid of making a room seem dark that they
end up living in a space akin to a
bowl of vanilla ice cream, rather
than a beautiful space with some
character. Another effect is that
a large expanse of a darker color
will seem much lighter perceptually than a small area. A 3-inch
by 5-inch color card is definitely
not going to give you the same
sense as when the whole room
is painted. I’ve had many clients
who thought a color was going
to be too dark based on a color
swatch, but were very impressed
after the whole room was painted.
• Third, trim around doors and
windows, as well as baseboards

Placing small sample chips against a light-colored wall leads to walls painted
a lighter color than intended. Paint large test swatches to get a more accurate
sense of a color. Photo courtesy Getty Images.

and crown moldings, always
seems to look better when painted with a “white-white” paint,
like Decorator White. And this
always looks better when paired
with white electrical plates (on
switches and outlets). Standard
“Ivory” color plates can look dirty
if placed near crisp white trim.
So, don’t forget to use the right
color for switches and outlets.
Some manufacturers like Lutron
have a very extensive line of
colors.
• Last, my single best tip for
making your house stunning is to
use full-spectrum paint. Because
these paints are blended with tiny
amounts of all the primary colors,
with no black, they coordinate
with each other unbelievably
well, and can subtly pick up the
hues from nearby objects like
tile and stone without getting
murky in low-light conditions.

Benjamin Moore, for example,
has a line of full-spectrum paint.
However, my favorite source is
Ellen Kennon, who is based in
Louisiana (ellenkennon.com). I
have no commercial affiliation
with her, but have used her colors
for many years. The paint costs a
few more dollars per gallon, but
in the overall budget, it’s usually
a trivial increase.
Take the pressure off of yourself. If you’re not entirely thrilled
with your selections, repainting
is not a catastrophe. If your kid
wants a bubble-gum pink bedroom, why not? You can repaint
in a few years, if necessary.
Remember, it’s only paint. H+G
— Richard Morrison is a
residential architect and interior
designer with a Bay Area practice
specializing in home remodeling.
His website is richardmorrison.com.
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Let it pour
THE PRACTICE OF RAINWATER HARVESTING TAKES
MANY FORMS AND OFFERS MANY BENEFITS
by Heather Zimmerman

R

ain may be the true unicorn
of Silicon Valley — especially during the summer, it can
seem a bit like a mythical creature, rarely seen for months at a
time. So when rain does appear
at last, capture it and keep it in
your yard.
Like a unicorn, the captured
rainwater has myriad powers,
beneficial to both your own garden and to the overall environment. But fortunately it’s pretty
simple to catch and “tame” it,
according to local experts.
A variety of methods that
either collect and hold rainwater from roofs and other hard
surfaces (such as rain barrels,
tanks or cisterns) or allow rain
to drain back into the soil (such
as rain gardens, dry streambeds and dry wells) are growing
in popularity, and many local
agencies, including the city of
Palo Alto and Valley Water,
offer rebates and resources to
encourage their use.
Capturing rain, often called
rainwater harvesting, can help
homeowners tackle drainage
problems in their gardens, conserve water and benefit plants.
With methods that allow the
water to drain into the soil, the
practice also can help replenish groundwater and keep
storm drains from becoming
inundated.
“We get a lot of rain all at
once and our soils tend to be
clay, and they absorb very slowly. You want to keep (water)
away from the house, so you
don’t get mold, which can be
very damaging,” said local landscape designer Sherri Osaka of
Sustainable Landscape Designs.
“I always ask clients about
drainage problems because

that’s a great time to think about
rainwater harvesting. Clearly if
you’re getting a lot of water
and it doesn’t have a place to
go, that’s where a dry well or
another strategy can be really
good.”
Osaka uses a variety of rainwater harvesting methods in her
designs and recently taught a
class on the subject for residents,
offered through the Bay Area
Water Supply & Conservation
Agency (BAWSCA) and the
city of Palo Alto.
Rain gardens and dry wells
operate on the same principle:
collecting rainwater and allowing it to slowly filter back into
the ground, she said.
Osaka said she uses a lot of
dry wells in her work. “The
water doesn’t surface at all, it’s
all in a pipe. It goes into a big
(underground) pit, then infiltrates into the soil,” she said.
Dry wells are a fairly unobtrusive method, since it’s almost
all underground, whereas a rain
garden or dry streambed can
make an eye-catching display
above ground, with a swale
(trench) dug into the ground,
filled with rocks and gravel to
aid drainage and plants to help
filter water and attract birds and
insects.
Osaka said she has even recycled chunks of concrete being
removed from a yard and used
them in a rain garden. And
having an area of the yard that
collects water seasonally means
having the ability to grow a
greater variety of plants.
“If you’re a real gardener and
you have a rain garden, there are
things you can grow there that
you can’t grow in other parts of
your garden,” she said.
The rain garden at Palo Alto’s
Gamble Garden, a serpentine

A 55-gallon rain barrel, repurposed from a wine barrel, collects water from the
downspouts on an outbuilding at Gamble Garden in Palo Alto. According to
Gamble Garden’s garden director Richard Hayden, gardeners use the barrel’s
contents to water container plants, which especially benefit from the nutrients in
rainwater. Photo by Heather Zimmerman.

trough of rocks and gravel surrounded by plants and trees,
looks like a pint-sized creek bed
in a miniature wooded glen.
It’s one of several rainwater
harvesting strategies in use at
the nonprofit historic home and
gardens.
Gamble Garden partnered
with local group Grassroots
Ecology in 2018 to install a
55-gallon rain barrel, 260-gallon rain tank and the rain garden on its grounds, funded by
a grant from the Santa Clara
Valley Water District (now
called Valley Water). The barrel
and tank collect rainwater, via
gutters and downspouts, from
the roofs of buildings on the

property. Overf low from the
tank goes into the rain garden,
which also gets some runoff
from an adjacent parking lot.
“The soil and various plants’
roots actually have the ability to
clean up (pollutants from roofs)
before it percolates all the way
down into the groundwater
and replenishes,” said Richard
Hayden, Gamble Garden’s garden director.
“It’s super easy to do and (rain
gardens) are really fun to look at
if they’re done well,” he added.
The Gamble Garden rain
garden is planted with all
native plants that do well in
(continued on page 20)
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IF YOU’RE INTERESTED
Many local agencies
offer rainwater harvesting
information and rebates.
Landscape designer Sherri
Osaka advised comparing
rebates among them. Also,
which agencies offer rebates
depends on your place of
residency.
• The city of Palo Alto offers
rebates on barrels and
cisterns. Visit cityofpaloalto.
org and search “rainwater.”
Also, find slides from
Osaka’s class at tinyurl.com/
cityrainwaterharvesting.
• Valley Water (formerly the
Santa Clara Valley Water
District) offers rebates on
barrels, cisterns and rain
gardens. Visit valleywater.
org and search “rainwater
harvesting.”
• Bay Area Water Supply
& Conservation Agency
(BAWSCA) offers rebates on
rain barrels. Visit bawsca.
org/conserve/rebates/
barrels.
• A booklet by the California
Water Efficiency Partnership,
Surfrider Foundation and the
Association of Professional
Landscape Designers
California Chapter includes
information on rainwater
capture. Visit apldca.org
and search “watershed
approach handbook.”

(continued from page 19)

wet conditions, such as meadow
sedge, which can tolerate being
underwater for several days,
Hayden said. In the summer,
left without water it will simply

Rain gardens and dry streambeds allow rain to filter through rocks and plantings and drain into the soil, replenishing
groundwater and helping to solve drainage problems. Above: The rain garden at Gamble Garden is planted with native
plants that tolerate higher levels of moisture. Photo by Heather Zimmerman. Below: A dry streambed designed by landscape
designer Sherri Osaka draws the eye with its interesting shape and colorful plantings. Photo courtesy of Sherri Osaka.

go dormant. “But if you give
it water every 10 days or so, it
will stay green in the summer,”
he said.
Gardeners fill watering cans
straight from the barrel and tank
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to give a drink to potted plants
— they need it most because
they have limited resources to
draw on, Hayden noted.
“We use the rainwater primarily for watering containers and
pots. It’s the best water, because
it’s not chlorinated and rainwater
has a lot of nutrients in it, too,”
he said.
Osaka said she used to not be
a fan of rain barrels, due to their
smaller size, but then discovered their versatility. Now she
includes a rain barrel on all her
plans for clients.
“Most rain barrels are 55
gallons — it’s nothing — but
they can be filled over and over
again,” she said.
She pointed out a surprising

additional benefit of rain barrels
that’s rarely considered, though
it must be employed with the
proper precautions. If a barrel
is collecting rain from the right
type of roof (made of materials
other than composition or shake,
which tend to contain chemicals), it can offer an emergency
water supply.
“Of course, you would have
to filter and treat it, but if it
is a food-grade rain barrel, it’s
something that you could easily
use for drinking if you had to,”
Osaka said. H+G
Home & Real Estate Editor
Heather Zimmerman can be
emailed at hzimmerman@
paweekly.com.
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Working through the winter
THERE’S PLENTY TO DO IN THE COLD-SEASON GARDEN
by Jack McKinnon

W

hat is it about California
that in winter, people think
there’s nothing to do in the garden?
Actually there’s a lot to do and a
lot that can be created. For the
most part, gardening is about growing, and decoration
comes secondarily.
A big part of preparation for spring
is done in the winter. There’s more Jack McKinnon
cleanup at this time of the year than
usual. And of course there’s pruning
of all deciduous plants to be done.
(Note: Deciduous plants are those
that lose their leaves in the winter.)
When the seasons change, even
here in California where it seems
like summer all the time, we need
to change the channel. Like changing the channel on TV, we’re looking at a different landscape. What’s
going on with the plants above and
below ground is different than it
was even a couple of months ago.
Sometimes I term it as going to
sleep. This is when the leaves fall

Sweet-smelling narcissus are among the bulbs that will come up first in the garden.
Weekly file photo.

off, and the growth is much slower.
This is also when the new collection of plants shows up in nurseries.
(By the time you read this column,
many of the bulbs that have been
available for a month will have been
sold. There still should be some
available, and I recommend buying
them.)
Yes, we have to dress a bit warmer and take into consideration the
shorter days, but the work is very

Hardy camellias bloom during the colder months. Weekly file photo.
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satisfying, and come spring, the
rewards are extraordinary. Here are
tips for the coming months:
• Clean up all the detritus in the
garden. Pick up leaves or branches and remove dead plants and
anything that doesn’t look like it’s
going to last.
• Add compost to the soil in
beds and till (as in rototill) it in as
deep as you can. If you don’t have a
rototiller then dig it in with a shovel
preferably 12 inches deep.
• Go to the nurseries and shop
for winter plants such as cyclamen,
primrose (polyanthus, malacoides
and obconica), ornamental kale,
pansies, violas and poinsettias.
• Buy any bulbs that you can find
still in the nurseries. Narcissus,
paperwhites and daffodils will be
the first to come up. Tulip, ranunculus, freesia and anemones are all
planted underneath bedding plants.
If you don’t know how to plant
them, take one of the instructional
handouts usually provided in the
nursery, or search in your garden
book or on Google.
• Prune deciduous plants, including fruit trees, roses, hydrangeas,
berry vines, grapes, Japanese
maples, crape myrtle and anything
else that loses its leaves in winter. If
you don’t know how to prune, now

is the time to learn. There are many
videos online that will teach you
how to prune each plant specifically. If you don’t know what kind
of plant you have, bring a sample
branch to the nursery and see if
you can get it identified. There are
also many good books on pruning.
It’s always OK to prune anything
that is dead, dying or diseased.
Leave no stubs. After that, pruning
gets aesthetic. Crossing and rubbing branches need to be thinned
out. And most important, don’t
cut more than 30% of the plant
unless you know exactly what you’re
doing.
• Landscape design takes on a
whole new vision in the winter. If
you’re brave, try something you’ve
never tried before. Buy one of every
garden magazine you can find and
look for new ideas. Go around the
neighborhood and look at other
people’s ideas. If you can take off
from those, and do something
original, you’re an artist.
• Try making a sculpture
using your garden’s branches or
leaves. Watch the movie “Rivers
and Tides” about artist Andy
Goldsworthy, whose large-scale
outdoor sculptures are crafted of
natural materials.
• Visit Gamble Garden in Palo
Alto. They have good labeling
on their plants and the camellias
bloom in winter.
• Plan a lighting event where,
after hours of work setting and
stringing lights in your garden, you
have a gathering for the season and
with a reading or a song, you light
the way for the new year.
• Play winter themed music and
give your guests blankets while
serving hot soup and beverages
with warm bread.
Good gardening. H+G
Jack McKinnon is a garden coach
and worked in the Sunset Magazine
Gardens for 12 years. He can be
reached at 650-455-0687.
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“Pears with Hosta” by Lisa Noonis 56” x 48” oil on canvas

Lisa Noonis Solo Exhibition
January 29 - February 29, 2020
Artist’s Reception: February 1, 2:00-5:00 PM
24 N. Santa Cruz Ave. Los Gatos, CA 95030
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Upstairs across from the Apple Store in Los Gatos
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